1. Introduction. In a recent paper Scarf [198 la] has developed an algorithm for solving (linear) integer programming problems. The fundamental objects in this approach are primitive sets, which are a combinatorial construct first introduced in the computation of economic equilibria [Scarf 1973 ]. In the context of integer programming, a primitive set is a finite set of, say, k integral points jointly verifying a dual feasibility property for the integer programming problem: one element in the primitive set is an optimal solution for the integer programming problem obtained by deleting all but k -1 constraints in the original problem and by placing the remaining constraints at each of the other k -1 integral points in the primitive set.
To solve an integer programming problem the Scarf algorithm generates a path of primitive sets and terminates as soon as a primitive set is found having a feasible integral solution. The dual feasibility property of primitive sets then insures that this feasible solution is optimal.
The difficulty in applying Scarf's algorithm to integer programming problems lies in describing the movement between primitive sets. Primitive sets have so far been characterized only for integer programs of low dimension [Scarf 1981b [Scarf , 1982 . For larger problems the algorithm is still conceptual.
When the requirement that a solution be integral is replaced by the requirement that a solution be rational with fixed integer denominator h, the set of feasible solutions is enlarged. For each grid size h there is a sequence of primitive sets which leads to the solution of the corresponding integer programming problem. In the limit as h becomes large, this integer program reduces to the corresponding linear program, i.e., the programming problem with the integral restriction omitted.
In this paper we examine the properties of Scarf's integer programming algorithm in the limit. We show that as the grid is refined, primitive sets reduce to dual feasible solutions for the limit linear programming problem and the algorithm converges to a particular dual simplex algorithm. In general, dual simplex procedures for linear ' <jp. The special property of our dual simplex algorithm is its monotonic resolution of the constraints. The index of the last violated constraint, jp, is monotonically nonincreasing and while jp is constant the infeasibility in constraint jp decreases.
Our results demonstrate a strong relationship between the path of Scarf's integer programming algorithm and the path of the limit linear programming problem. We show that the limit path is covered by the path of primitive sets for the integer program regardless of grid size. Furthermore each of the primitive sets on the solution path for the integer program intersects the limit path. Thus even before going to the limit the integer programming algorithm never strays far from this variant of the dual simplex algorithm.
Our results support Scarf's approach in several ways. They attribute robustness to the integer programming algorithm by showing that it leads to an efficient algorithm for the limit programming problem. This raises the hope that the integer programming algorithm may inherit some of the computational efficiency of its limit analogue.
The results also provide a natural initialization of the integer programming procedure. After solving the linear program, the integer programming procedure could be started from a primitive set containing the linear programming solution. Our results indicate that such a primitive set exists.
Furthermore the simplex method holds interest for economists due to its interpretation as a price-guided mechanism for identifying an optimal production plan. In the presence of indivisibilities, prices no longer suffice. A neighborhood structure defined by primitive sets provides an alternative mechanism to verify optimality. The fact that primitive sets converge in the limit to dual feasible prices suggests that the structure may prove valuable in analyzing economic problems involving indivisibilities.
The paper is organized as follows. ?2 contains a brief description of Scarf's integer programming algorithm. ?3 introduces the simplex-type procedure to which Scarf's algorithm converges and the path generated by it. ?4 contains our main results relating the limit path to the path of almost completely labeled primitive sets. Finally, ?5 shows that the monotonicity properties of the limit path are inherited from the path of almost completely labeled primitive sets.
Throughout this paper the geometry of both algorithms will be emphasized with the hope that such exposition more clearly exhibits their relationship. In what follows, we make a boundedness assumption which ensures that the problem either has a finite maximum or is infeasible.
2.1. Boundedness assumption. For any placement cj, j = 0, 1, .. ., m, of the inequalities, the set of points enclosed by the inequalities ajx > cj, j = 0, 1 . . , m, is bounded. I
The three components of the algorithm are: (i) the definition of a primitive set, (ii) a replacement operation which defines movement between adjacent primitive sets, and (iii) a labeling rule for the lattice points which specifies a particular sequence of primitive sets followed by the algorithm to find the optimum. back one of the inequalities by decreasing the value of its right-hand side until it hits a lattice point which is accepted by the other inequalities. Leave this inequality in its new position. The new larger region still has no lattice points in its interior. Relax another inequality until it hits a lattice point which is accepted by other inequalities. Continue the process by successively relaxing each of the inequalities to its own lattice point. This procedure, which is illustrated in Diagram 1, identifies a particular primitive set of lattice points.
In the course of this construction, two difficulties may arise. First, it may be possible to remove an inequality entirely without introducing any new lattice point. To deal with this case we introduce a set of ideal lattice points called slacks which allow us to say that every inequality relaxes to its own lattice point. 
I
In a primitive set each inequality is placed at the lattice point where it attains its minimum, ties being broken lexicographically. Observe that each lattice point is thereby associated with precisely one inequality. Unless it is otherwise apparent, we shall adopt the notational convenience that the ith inequality attains its minimum on the primitive set at x'.
A variety of different primitive sets may be obtained by commencing the above construction with different lattice free regions or by performing the relaxations in a different order. The reader may convince himself that assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 guarantee that the constructive procedure as described is well defined and will generate all possible primitive sets associated with the given matrix A.
We now turn to the replacement operation defining movement between adjacent primitive sets. It is carried out as follows. An element, say x1, of a primitive set {x?,x . . ., x} is removed from the set by pressing in the ith inequality from x' until it hits some other element, say xk, of the primitive set. The replacement for xi is determined by then relaxing the kth inequality until it hits a lattice point, y, which using lexicographic tie-breaking rule ( In .Scarf's algorithm the search for a completely labeled primitive set proceeds through a sequence of almost completely labeled primitive sets. In such a primitive set two lattice points share a common label. At a typical position for the algorithm one of these two lattice points was just introduced into the primitive set and the other is removed according to the replacement operation described above. The algorithm terminates if the incoming lattice point bears label 0. If not, a new almost completely labeled primitive set is reached and the algorithm continues by removing from the primitive set the lattice point which shares a label with the incoming point.
As demonstrated in Scarf [198 la], the family of all almost completely primitive sets is ordered by this procedure into a single sequence leading to the unique completely labeled primitive set.
3. The limit procedure. To motivate the limit algorithm, we provide a heuristic discussion of primitive sets and labeling for the linear programming problem. Recall from ?2 that for a placement of a subset of the inequalities to define a primitive set it is necessary that no lattice point be strictly accepted by all inequalities. In the limit no point, integral or not, can be strictly accepted by the inequalities, so that satisfaction of this condition forces the placement of the inequalities to define a region with empty interior. Thus under the nondegeneracy assumption the geometric picture of the limit analogue is a subset of the inequalities placed through a given point and accepting only that point. The inequalities not involved in this picture are at their respective slacks.
Under the nondegeneracy assumption the condition that a group of inequalities placed at a single point accept no other point is equivalent to the existence of a positive linear combination of the normals of these inequalities which equals zero. As a special case, when the subset of inequalities includes the objective function and exactly n constraint functions, this corresponds to a dual feasible basis familiar from the simplex algorithm.
We shall extend the standard definition of dual feasible basis to include any n + 1 rows of the matrix A which when placed through a point form a limit primitive set. + pj aj = 0. I We later make use of the fact that when some additional inequality is introduced into a dual feasible basis, the nondegeneracy assumption ensures that one and only one of the other inequalities can be dropped while maintaining the remaining inequalities as a dual feasible basis. This operation, which is the limit form of the replacement of one slack by another in a primitive set, corresponds to a standard dual simplex pivot step.
As the grid size is refined the nonslack lattice points in a primitive set for the 443 discrete problem become a single point with several inequalities passing through it. For this single point to maintain the label properties of primitive sets, the point must inherit all labels found in primitive sets converging to it. A limit point is therefore associated not only with its own label, but also with the labels of points arbitrarily close to it. Now consider a limit point, y, and let 0 < j, <i2
< ' ' ' < j be the indices of the n + 1 inequalities passing through y. If y is not an optimal solution for the limit problem, then its label set must contain all labels but 0. Any neighborhood of y therefore contains points with labels jl, i2, . . . jn The presence in y's neighborhood of points with label ji implies that y satisfies all constraints j > j, and either violates constraint jl or satisfies it with equality. The requirement thaty's label set also contain the indices j2, j3 . . , j, then forces the corresponding constraints to be met at y with equality.
This discussion motivates the definition of the limit path which in later sections we demonstrate to have an intimate relationship with the path of the discrete algorithm. deleting constraints 1,2, . . . ,ji-1. If in addition none of these constraints is violated then the intersection is the solution to the entire problem and the path ends. On the other hand, if some constraint with index less thanj, is violated, then the violated constraint with highest index, jo, is introduced into the dual feasible basis. One of the other inequalities drops out. If it is the objective function the problem is easily seen to be infeasible and the path terminates. Otherwise some inequality, jk, drops out and the path continues along the intersection of ajx = bj, for i = 1, . . . , k -1, k + 1, . . . , n increasing the value of inequality jO and decreasing the value of the objective function. For the path to continue, this movement must satisfy constraint jk. To verify this, note that the replacement of inequality jk with jo in the dual feasible basis implies that inequalities jk and jo increase in the same direction along the line ajx = b, for i = 1, . . ., k -1,k + 1, . . . , n. Since the current position is left by increasing the value of inequality j0, the value of inequality jk must also increase, so that constraint jk remains satisfied.
(ii) The second possibility is that as the point moves along the line ajx = bj, i = 2, 3, . . ., n, some inequality, say j0 with jo > j , becomes exactly satisfied. The path cannot move further along the line. Instead inequality j0 is brought into the dual feasible basis. If the objective function drops out of the dual feasible basis, then the problem is infeasible and the path terminates. Otherwise some other inequality drops It is interesting to note that the limit path is covered by a subset of the almost completely labeled primitive sets. In particular it is covered by those primitive sets for which x? takes the doubled label and the doubled label is less than or equal to the index of the first nonslack element aside from x?. These comments suggest that there might be almost completely labeled primitive sets which do not contain an element of the limit path. The following theorem demonstrates that this suggestion is false. ., x m} be an almost completely labeled or completely labeled primitive set for which apart from x?, which might be s?, xi is the nonslack element with lowest index j.
Since any point x satisfies aix > ais' = -oc, it suffices to show that there is a point In order to show that the above features are present even before passing to the limit, we first define the value of an inequality at a primitive set. It is natural to assign to each inequality the value it assumes in its primitive set placement. The following definition continues to adopt the convention that over a primitive set {x?, x, .... ,xm} aix attains its (lexicographic) minimum at xi. This establishes the first similarity in the constraint resolution between the discrete and limit procedures. We now demonstrate that the value of the distinguished constraint does not decrease. Furthermore, the index of the distinguished constraint decreases only when the subproblem obtained by deleting constraints 1 to k -1 has been solved.
Notice that if 1(x?) < k then, as above, x? shares the doubled label with the l(x?)-slack, this slack is removed and the value of the distinguished constraint clearly increases.
If l(x?) > k then the distinguished constraint is k. A replacement step removes xih with h = p -1 if p is even and h = p if p is odd. In the course of the replacement, inequality ih is pressed in until it hits another element, say xi of the primitive set. The labeling of the elements in an almost completely labeled primitive set implies that either j = ih_ i or j > ih. The replacement of x h then proceeds by relaxing inequality j. Since 1 < k < iI, inequality k could be relaxed during a replacement step only if k = i1. But this requires that h = 0 or 2, which is excluded by the rules governing the replacement step. Thus the value of the distinguished constraint is nondecreasing.
Let us consider the first time a replacement step introduces a lattice point, say x*, satisfying constraints k through m. Thus l(x*) < k and the index of the distinguished constraint decreases. To introduce such a point, xi' must have been replaced and in the course of the replacement step as inequality i, was pressed in, x? was the first point of the primitive set to be hit. Inequality 0 was subsequently relaxed until it hit x*.
By the definition of a primitive set no lattice point satisfies all the inequalities:
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